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provides the more realistic results.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 Fire behaviors in a compartment, for example the unstable behavior, are 

closely associated with the variations of surrounding conditions. It is found that room 

fires can be affected by both thermal and ventilation feedback processes [1]. 

Therefore, it is necessary to study the behaviors, predict their effects on the fire 

growth, building structure and environment, and take effective actions. Thus, this 

project develops a zone model to study the oscillatory behavior which is occasionally 

observed in compartment fires. 

1.1.1 Zone modeling of compartment fires 

 Computational tools, which range from basic hand calculation, through 

relatively simple zone model, to detailed field model, are usually used for 

compartment fires study [2]. Zone model is applied to this research without restricting 

to basic states or considering the complex differences of the fire magnitudes and 

environmental conditions on various coordinates.  

Generally, a compartment fire is characterized in three phases as it is shown in 

Figure 1-1 [3]. The first phase shows the fire development from the initial ignition to 

the maximum if no effective suppression actions were taken. For the second phase, 

there are two typical regimes, one is over-ventilated (fuel lean), and the other is 

under-ventilated (fuel rich). After the depletion of the oxygen and fuel, the fire comes 

to the third cooling phase and results in decay. It is noticeable that the condition of 
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oxygen-fuel ratio impacts on the last two phases a lot; hence, it is important to study 

the ventilation regimes during compartment fire growth. 

 
Figure 1-1 Fire development in terms of enclosure temperature 

Specially, the compartment in this research is the nuclear plant. Fires in nuclear 

facilities pose a significant threat to nuclear safety. Generally, a major concern when 

dealing with safety problems in nuclear facilities is the dynamic confinement to 

nuclear plants. Therefore, pressure variations effected by the ventilation regimes and 

oscillatory behaviors in compartments are important to consider. 

1.1.2 Ventilation regimes 

Both natural and mechanical ventilations are used for the compartment fire 

experiments and simulations, in order to study the effect of ventilation on the fire 

development in compartments [4]. Especially, when it is of the under-ventilation 

regime, the depletion of oxygen may lead the original flame to oscillatory combustion 

and flame extinction [5]. Therefore, in order to further explore the fire growth, it is 

important to estimate the degree of the ventilation. This degree can be defined as the 

actual fuel-to-oxygen ratio to the stoichiometric fuel-to-oxygen ratio as below [6][7]: 
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 (2.1) 

where   is the degree, named global equivalence ratio. It is noticeable that, if 1  , 

there is extra fuel in the system, therefore, it is a under-ventilated regime; otherwise, 

if 1  , the fuel should be used up during the reaction, therefore, it is an over-

ventilated regime. 

 Furthermore, mechanical ventilation use is preferred to be applied to some 

specific places where less exposure and special treated are needed, for example, its 

application to nuclear plants [8].  

Various experiments and simulations were done to study the nuclear safety, 

for instance, Dietmar and Volker [9] worked on a new model to couple heat transfer 

process during a fire in nuclear plants. It will be further discussed in Section 1.3.3. 

1.1.3 Oscillatory behavior 

 The analysis of the oscillation phenomenon is also vital, since oscillatory 

behavior is the result of an unstable coupling between the liquid fuel evaporation rate, 

the combustion process, the compartment pressure and the ventilation of the 

compartment. Meanwhile, the study of the frequency and amplitude of various 

oscillations is considered to be helpful to obtain methods for compartment fire’s 

prediction and control. 
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1.2 Project focus 

 Fire protection is vital to nuclear plants’ safety, and any carelessness or error 

operations may cause disasters. Therefore, this research focuses on establishing a 

zone modeling to study the unstable behavior in mechanically-ventilated 

compartment fires, in order to help improve nuclear plant safety.  

The research first uses physics equations which describe the environment 

conditions, along with Matlab, to establish the numerical model. Zone model instead 

of field model is applied to this research, since it is a preliminary model without 

considering the differences on different coordinates. 

Furthermore, series of verifications and validations are applied to test the 

model. Overall, there are two approaches to describe fuel mass loss rate: one is to use 

designed fire models (prescribed fuel mass loss rates, 
f function( )m t ), the other is 

to apply thermal-feedback-sensitive models (simulated fuel mass loss rates, 

2f O admfunction( '') function( , , , ...)m q Y T m P  ). The thermal-feedback-sensitive 

models are advanced descriptions of fuel pyrolysis, where fires feature a closed-loop 

heat feedback mechanism and fuel pyrolysis is sensitive to the gas-phase thermal 

environment. The process of thermal feedback is shown in Figure 1-2 below: 
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Figure 1-2 A loop of thermal feedback theory 

The data sources used for the validations come from the experiments 

performed by PRISME (French acronym for Fire Propagation in Elementary Multi-

room Scenarios) program in Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) 

in France. As PRISME project leader, the IRSN has performed various fire 

experiments in confined and mechanically-ventilated compartments for nuclear safety 

study [10]. Two data source packages named PRISME Source D1 and PRISME VSP 

S3 from them are used in this research for validation. 

After that, further oscillation studies are performed by using various coupling 

results. 

1.3 Literature review 

1.3.1 Ventilation regimes 

An amount of studies on different types of ventilation regimes were 

performed in the past decades.  

According to Sugawa [11] and his group’s investigation, the experimental and 

numerical studies on the over-ventilated cases were more performed at first, since the 

Heat release rate 

fQ  

Fuel mass loss rate 

fm  

Environmental 

properties 
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Thermal feedback 

(heat flux to fuel surface) 
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amount of oxygen supply is a constant in these cases. For example, the computer 

codes could be used to simulate fire propagation of over-ventilation regime by using a 

two-layer zone model.  However, in real compartment fire cases, the oxygen supply 

cannot be enough all the time, since a compartment space is sometimes confined. 

Therefore, the value of oxygen fraction should vary along with the fire growth, and 

the original codes need to be developed.  

Sugawa [11] et al. studied the methyl alcohol pool fire under the oxygen 

starvation condition and analyzed the extinction of ghosting fires. Utiskul [12] et al. 

experimented on the heptane pool fires for an under-ventilation compartment fire 

regime and found extinction depends on both temperature and oxygen concentration.  

Except the natural ventilation, mechanical ventilation is also required to be studied 

due to its wide use and its function to change the environment conditions, for 

example, the oxygen supply.  

There are mainly two modes of mechanical ventilation: one is to push air into 

the system with positive pressure, the other is to extract air out of the system with 

negative pressure [13] [14]. Many investigations were done on the mechanical 

ventilation study, for example, Michelle and Craig [4] pointed out that the forced 

ventilation regime provide a well-mixed compartment; moreover, they queried the 

classical assumption that temperature and gas concentration share the same vertical 

distribution in compartment fires. In addition, in NUREG-1805 [15], the authors 

pointed out the differences between natural ventilation and mechanical ventilation, 

which is mainly because the formation of a thermal stratified hot smoke layer in a 

naturally ventilated room may be disturbed by the ventilation system.  
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1.3.2 Oscillatory behavior 

 Decades ago, Takeda and Akita [16] analyzed the behavior of liquid-fuel 

compartment fires after doing two hundred experiments and concluded that 

oscillatory combustion plays an important role in compartment fires. Tewarson [17] 

also found the similar behavior and discussed it in his paper. Utiskul [12] et al. 

experimented on the heptane pool fires for an under-ventilation compartment fire 

regime and then noticed the behavior of extinctions and oscillations. In addition, 

according to Kwang [18] et al.’s experimental study on oscillation behavior in a 

small-scaled room, the oscillation combustion was found in both stable and unstable 

combustion regions. Even though it lasted until the fuel was consumed in a stable 

region, it was followed by extinction in an unstable region. 

1.3.3 PRISME project review 

Various fire experiments have been performed in the context of the PRISME 

project in the IRSN facility. Pretrel [19] et al. performed experiments on the fire in 

confined and ventilated compartment at IRSN. They pointed out the rise or reduction 

in burning rate is directly linked to pressure variations in the compartment. Pretrel 

also studied the influence of ventilation procedures on pool fire in a ventilated 

enclosure with Such [20], and then provided practical solutions about ventilation 

strategies to limit fire hazards. Le Saux [21] et al. conducted experiments to study the 

mass loss rate in confined mechanically ventilated multi-room scenarios, and their 

analyses show that the mass loss rate is dependent on the oxygen concentration and 

the blow effect towards the pool. Bonte [22] et al. focused on the capability of a zone 

model (CFAST) and a field model (ISIS), to predict the interaction between mass loss 
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rate and total relative room pressure or oxygen concentration in case of under-

ventilated fire conditions. Models were established by using the mass loss rate that 

was measured in experiments. Audouin [23] et al. quantified comparisons between 

various computational results (zone models and field models) and experimental data 

collected from pool fire scenarios, and concluded the importance to use more than 

one metric operator for the validations. 
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2 Zone model formulations 

 This research applies physics equations to a zone model to simulate 

compartment fires. 

2.1 Conservation laws 

 When studying compartment fires in this research, the room is considered as a 

control volume. Therefore, the properties, for example, mass, oxygen fraction and 

temperature should be noticed in this specific volume. In addition, a zone model 

instead of a field model is applied in the compartment, that is to say, the differences 

of the properties among various locations are not concerned. For example, the value 

of temperature is generally different in various places in the compartment - it is high 

around the flame but low around the floor; however, it is assumed to be a constant 

value without considering the exact position in this research. Therefore, the ordinary 

differential equations (ODE) in Matlab is selected here instead of partial differential 

equations (PDE). 

2.1.1 Conservation of mass 

The mass variation in the gas phase control volume is described as the rate of 

mass coming in as an admission, minus the rate of mass going out as an extraction 

and plus fuel mass loss rate in the fire: 

 adm ext f

d

d

m
m m m

t
    (2.1)   
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where 
d

d

m

t
 is the total mass variation in the control volume, admm  is the mass flow 

rate through the admission duct, extm  is the mass flow rate through the extraction duct, 

and fm is the fuel mass loss rate in the fire (it will be 0 if there is no fire). 

2.1.2 Conservation of mass of oxygen 

In the compartment fire, it is important to figure out the mass of air variation 

along with the time. The reason of focusing on the mass of oxygen is mainly because 

nitrogen does not impact too much on the compartment environment, neither as water 

vapor nor carbon dioxide. Therefore, the equation can be expressed as (there is no 

oxygen coming from the fuel): 

 
2 2 2 2O in O , out O O

d

d
m m Y m Y

t
    (2.2) 

where  
inm  is the mass flow rate into the compartment (through normal flow in the 

admission duct or reverse flow in the extraction duct), and outm  is the mass flow rate 

out of the compartment (through normal flow in the extraction duct or reverse flow in 

the admission duct). 

 
in adm extmax(0, ) max(0,- )m m m   (2.3) 

 
out ext admmax(0, ) max(0,- )m m m   (2.4) 

Therefore, combining Equations (2.1) with (2.2), the equation can be written 

as: 

 2

2 2 2 2

O

in O , out O O O

d d

d d

Y m
m m Y m Y Y

t t
     (2.5) 
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2.1.3 Conservation of mass of fuel 

Similarly, the equation for mass of fuel is (there is no fuel coming in from 

admission): 

 f out f f f

d

d
m m Y m

t
     (2.6) 

 f
out f f f f

d d

d d

Y m
m m Y m Y

t t
     (2.7) 

2.1.4 Conservation of energy 

The conservation of the internal energy equation is: 

 
d d d

( ) ( )
d d d

vU mC T H PV
t t t

    (2.8) 

Combining Equations (2.1) with (2.8), the equation can be written as: 

 in out f loss

d

d
p pU m C T m C T Q Q

t
     (2.9) 

Combining Equations (2.8) with (2.9), the equation can be expressed as: 

 in out f loss

d d

d d
v p p v

T m
mC m C T m C T Q Q C T

t t
      (2.10)

   

In addition, the heat loss caused by the wall is: 

 loss w w( )Q hA T T   (2.11) 

where h  is the heat exchange coefficient, and wA  is the wall area. Here, the 

temperature 
wT  of the wall is assumed to be constant. 

And because of the equation below: 

 
1

v

PV
mC T





 (2.12) 
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Pressure variation can be summarized as: 

 in out f loss

d 1
( )

d
p p

P
m C T m C T Q Q

t V





     (2.13) 

2.2 Combustion regime 

The combustion in the model is governed by its regimes. The ratio of oxygen 

and fuel consumed during the combustion reaction influences the mass loss rate and 

the heat release rate. 

2.2.1 Global equivalence ratio 

The ratio of oxygen and fuel plays an important role during this research, and 

hence, a detailed study on this is required. Generally, the global equivalence ratio 

(GER) study is performed in a steady state; however, the variation of GER along with 

the time is preferred in this study. Therefore, a variable rs  is introduced, which 

means the oxygen-to-fuel mass ratio: 

 2O

f

m
rs

m
  (2.14) 

Z  represents mixture fraction: 

 2 2

2

f O O ,

O ,

rsY Y Y
Z

rs Y





 



 (2.15) 

For the situation of a stoichiometric status: 

 2

2

O ,

st

O ,

Y
Z

rs Y








 (2.16) 

Therefore, the compartment global equivalence ratio  is described as: 
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2

stf

O st

(1 )

(1 )

Z Zm
rs

m Z Z



 


 (2.17) 

2.2.2 Over-ventilation 

When 1  , the ventilation regime is named over-ventilation, where there is 

enough oxygen but limited fuel. Therefore, the fuel consumed during this reaction is 

equal to its mass loss because all the fuel is consumed: 

 f fm   (2.18) 

The stoichiometric status can be applied here, hence, the amount of oxygen is: 

 
2O f  rs    (2.19) 

The rate of heat released by the combustion is: 

 f f f Q H    (2.20) 

where fH  is the heat of combustion (per unit mass of fuel). 

2.2.3 Under-ventilation 

When 1  , the ventilation regime is named under-ventilation, where there is 

plenty of fuel but limited oxygen. Therefore, the fuel consumed during this reaction 

depends on the amount of oxygen: 

 
2 2O in O ,  m Y    (2.21) 

 2O

f 
rs


   (2.22) 

The rate of heat released by the combustion is: 

 f f f Q H    (2.23) 
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In the simulation, a  -based weigh coefficient F  is introduced to help to 

obtain a continuous transition between these two combustion regimes: 

 
-1

0.5 0.5tanh( )
0.025

F


   (2.24) 

 2in O ,

F f (1 )
m Y

m F F
rs


     (2.25) 

 
2O f rs     (2.26) 

 f f fQ H    (2.27) 

However, the Equations (2.24) ~ (2.27) are only suitable to the flame without 

extinction, therefore the equations for the extinction model are developed as: 

 2 2O O ,criticalY -Y
0.5 0.5tanh( )

0.01
FEF    (2.28) 

 *

f f FEF     (2.29) 

 
2

* *

O f rs     (2.30) 

 
* *

f f fQ H    (2.31) 

2.3 Airflow through compartment 

In a fire scenario, the pressure difference between the compartment and the 

outdoor environment is complex, therefore, two more equations which describe the 

mechanical flow of admission and extraction are considered to be added in. 

Bernoulli’s model, which helps associate the ventilation with pressure, is 

considered here as a basis (it is mainly used to solve steady states problems). 

Therefore, for the admission duct, the equation can be developed as: 
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2

adm adm adm
adm adm adm

adm adm

d

d

L m m
P P r

S t



    (2.32) 

where 
admL  is the length of the admission duct, 

admS  is the surface area of the section 

of the admission duct, and 
admr  usually comes from experimental measurement which 

equals to 
2 2

adm

1

2( ) ( )dC S
, and 0.6 0.7dC  .  

For the extraction duct, the equation can be written as: 

 
2

ext ext ext
ext ext ext

ext ext

d

d

L m m
P P r

S t



    (2.33) 

For these two equations, the determination of the flow direction needs to be 

noticed: 

When adm 0m  , adm 1  ; otherwise, adm 1   ; similarly, when 
ext 0m  , ext 1  , 

otherwise, ext 1  
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2.4 Synthesis 

This form summarizes all the equations used in the numerical model for this 

study on compartment fires: 

Table 2-1 Summary of equations used in the model 

Unknown Equation ODE 

( )m t  
adm ext f

d

d

m
m m m

t
    

x(2)  

adm ( )m t  2

adm adm adm
adm adm adm

adm adm

d

d

L m m
P P r

S t



    

x(4)  

ext ( )m t  2

ext ext ext
ext ext ext

ext ext

d

d

L m m
P P r

S t



    

x(5)  

2O ( )Y t  
2

2 2 2 2

O

in O , out O O O

d d

d d

Y m
m m Y m Y Y

t t
     

x(6)  

f ( )Y t   f
out f f f f

d d

d d

Y m
m m Y m Y

t t
     

x(7)  

( )T t  
in out f loss

d d

d d
v p p v

T m
mC m C T m C T Q Q C T

t t
      

x(3)  

( )P t  
in out f loss

d 1
( )

d
p p

P
m C T m C T Q Q

t V





     

x(1)  

 

Relation 1 (equivalence ratio) 

2 2

2

f O O ,air

O ,air

rsY Y Y
Z

rs Y

 



 

2

2

O ,air

st

O ,air

Y
Z

rs Y



 

2

stf

O st

(1 )

(1 )

Z Zm
rs

m Z Z



 


 

 

Relation 2.1 (flame model without extinction) 

-1
0.5 0.5tanh

0.025
F

 
   

 
 

2in O ,air

F f (1 )
m Y

m F F
rs

     

2O f rs     

f f fQ H    
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Relation 2.2 (flame model with extinction) 

2 2O O ,criticalY -Y
0.5 0.5tanh

0.01
FEF

 
   

 
 

*

f f FEF     

2

* *

O f rs     

* *

f f fQ H    

 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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3 Verification tests 

 This chapter is to apply the verification tests to the preliminary model. Three 

verifications are performed in this chapter: the first one is to test the convergence of 

the environment parameters, and then use the hand calculation (in steady state) 

derived by Bernoulli’s method to verify the model. The second one is to use a 

designed mass loss rate to simulate three ventilation regimes, in addition, Burke-

Schuman formula is used here to verify the model. The third one is to test the 

oscillatory behavior by using Helmholtz oscillation theory. 

3.1 Pressure-flow coupling without fire 

 In this model, Equations (2.32) and (2.33) are used to describe mass flow rates 

(inflow and outflow). Meanwhile, Bernoulli’s model can be used to calculate the 

values of air blown in and out in a steady state by hand: 

 

1

2
adm adm

adm adm

adm

( )
sign( )

P P
m P P

r

 
   

 
 (3.1) 

 

1

2
ext

ext ext

ext

( )
sign( )

P P
m P P

r

 
   

 
 (3.2) 

  Furthermore, since there is no fire in this test, Equations (2.10) and (2.13) can 

be simplified as: 

 in out loss

d

d
v p p

T
mC m C T m C T Q

t
    (3.3) 

  in out loss

d 1

d
p p

P
m C T m C T Q

t V





    (3.4) 
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 It is noted that P  is an unknown variable and mainly depends on the blowing 

speed and resistance loss. Therefore, different values of P  can be used to check the 

stability of the model. 

 The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed as below: 

4 4

adm ext

0

adm 0 0 ext 0 0

0

1 0 2 0 3 0

adm 0 ext 0

420 (m ),  2886 (m )

101325 (Pa)

( ) 126 (Pa),  ( ) 866 (Pa)

T( ) 293 (K)

1000 (J/kg K)

( 966) (Pa),  ,  ( 226) (Pa)

( ) ( ) 0 (kg/s)

p

r r

P

P t P P t P

t

C

P P P P P P

m t m t

  



   



 

    

 

 

 These figures are plotted as below: 

 

 

 
Figure 3-2 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a verification test of pressure-flow 

coupling with fire (t=4000 s) 

 
 

Figure 3.1 (b) Time variation of pressure  

difference (t=4000s) 
  

 
Figure 3-1 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a verification test of pressure-flow 

coupling with fire (t=10 s) 

 

Figure 3.1 (a) Time variation of pressure 

difference (t=10s)  
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 Though the input P  is a variable, the simulation results of pressure and mass 

flow rate all show a convergence to a stable system after some time. 

Moreover, Equation (3.1) and (3.2) are used for hand-calculating the pressure 

difference value during stable state to check the model: 

 

1 1

2 2
adm adm ext ext

adm ext

adm ext

( ) ( )
0.6000 (kg/s)

P P P P
m m

r r

     
      

   
 (3.5) 

 

adm adm ext ext

adm ext
0 0

adm ext

adm ext

0.0255 Pa

P P

r r
P P P P

r r

 

 



      



 (3.6) 

 It is noted that the result of the hand calculated P  equals to -0.025 Pa marked 

in Figure 3-2 (in steady state); so is the situation of admm  and extm , where input value 

0.6 kg/s is closed to 0.6001 kg/s that marked in Figure 3-4 . Therefore, this model is 

quantitatively correct. 

3.2 Preliminary tests by using a designed mass loss rate 

 Equations (2.32) and (2.33) are also used in this section. 

 
Figure 3-4 Time variation of mass flow rate, a 

verification test of pressure-flow coupling 

with fire (t=4000 s) 
  

 
Figure 3-3 Time variation of mass flow rate, a 

verification test of pressure-flow coupling with 

fire (t=10 s) 
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3.2.1 Over-ventilation regime (ɸ < 1)  

  In this case, enough oxygen is blown into the compartment; that is to say, 

there is enough oxygen to consume the fuel. 

 Mass loss rate is designed and described as: 

 
2

f min( ,0.01) (kg/s)m t  (3.7) 

It is noticeable that heptane is selected as the fuel, and therefore, its value of 

stoichiometric oxygen-to-fuel mass ratio is calculated as: 

 2 2 2O O O

f f f

16 g/mol 2 11
3.52

12 g/mol 7 1 g/mol 16

m M n
rs

m M n

 
   

  
 (3.8) 

The corresponding global equivalence ratio-based weigh coefficient is 

described by using Equation (2.17) above. 

 The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed as below: 

4 4

adm ext

0

adm 0 0 ext 0 0

0 w 0

f

7 3

adm 0 ext 0

420 (m ),  2886 (m )

101325 (Pa)

( ) 172 (Pa),  ( ) 1178 (Pa)

T( ) 293 (K), ( ) 293 (K)

H 44.56 (MJ/kg)

=10  (kg/s )

( ) ( ) 0.696521 (kg/s)

r r

P

P t P P t P

t T t

m t m t



 



 



   

 

 

 

 

where 
adm extm m  are calculated at steady state without a fire. In the code, a function 

file which describes this no fire situation is used to derive the initial values for the 

reaction. 

The output figures are shown as below: 
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  Figure 3-5 is the time variation of a designed fuel mass loss rate of the fuel 

source (heptane). The curve first increases as second order power function before 300 

s; after that, it maintains steady; it ultimately drops to 0 immediately as the fuel 

source is depleted at 1700 s.  

 Similarly, Figure 3-6 describes the variation of heat release rate versus time; it 

has similar the tendency as it does in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-7. All of them first 

increase to a stable state, and then to extinct.  

  

 
Figure 3-7 Time variation of global equivalence 

ratio, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the over-ventilation regime           

 
Figure 3-8 Time variation of oxygen mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the over-ventilation regime  

 
Figure 3-5 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the over-ventilation regime 

 
Figure 3-6 Time variation of heat release rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the over-ventilation regime 
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 Figure 3-7 shows the time variation of global equivalence ratio, which shares 

a similar tendency with Figure 3-5 and 3-6; the maximum value (in the steady state) 

in Figure 3-7  is about 0.22.  

 Figure 3-8 shows the variation of oxygen mass fraction along with the time, 

and its minimum value (in the steady state) is closed to 0.18. Therefore, Burke-

Schuman formula can be used here to check the value of oxygen mass fraction in the 

steady state: 

 2

2

2

O ,

O
O ,

(1 )

1

Y
Y

Y

rs













 (3.9) 

where 
2O , 23.3%Y    is the input oxygen mass fraction in the ambient air. The 

calculated 
2OY  is about 0.18, which corresponds to the value in the Figure 3-8. 

 Figure 3-9 shows the variation of fuel mass fraction along with the time. It 

remains 0 since the regime in this case is over-ventilation, which means enough 

oxygen can be provided to consume all the fuel. 

 
Figure 3-9 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the over-ventilation regime  
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 In Figure 3-10, both plots of admission and extraction mass flow rates 

fluctuate during the transition state. Moreover, during the steady state, both plots 

remain stable. After the extinction, two curves come to a same value. There is no 

reverse flow in this case according to Figure 3-10 and 3-11.  

3.2.2 Under-ventilation regime (ɸ >1, without flame extinction)  

 In this case, there is not enough oxygen blown into the compartment, and 

therefore, flame extinction may exist. To begin with, a model without flame 

extinction is applied for preliminary test. 

The global equivalence ratio-based weigh coefficient used here is described in 

Equation (2.24) as above. Meanwhile, input fm  and rs  remain the same. Other initial 

conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 

 
Figure 3-11 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a preliminary test by using a 

designed mass loss rate in the over-ventilation 

regime 

 
Figure 3-10 Time variation of mass flow rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the over-ventilation regime  
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4 4

adm ext

0

adm 0 0 ext 0 0

0 w 0

f

7 3

adm 0 ext 0

42122 (m ),  288490 (m )

101325 (Pa)

( ) 172 (Pa),  ( ) 1178 (Pa)

T( ) 293 (K), ( ) 293 (K)

H 44.56 (MJ/kg)

=10  (kg/s )

( ) ( ) 0.069651 (kg/s)

r r

P

P t P P t P

t T t

m t m t



 



 



   

 

 

 

 

where 
adm extm m  are calculated at steady state without a fire as above. In the code, a 

function file which describes the no fire situation is used to derive the initial mass 

flow rates. 

The figures are listed as below:

  

Figure 3-12 is the time variation of a designed fuel mass loss rate, which is the 

same as the curve used in the over-ventilation regime test. 

Figure 3-13 describes the heat release rate change along with the time; it 

decreases after the system switching to the under-ventilated regime (without enough 

oxygen) at about 450 s, though the fuel mass flow is imposed constantly. 

 
Figure 3-12 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the under-ventilation regime without 

extinction 

 
Figure 3-13 Time variation of heat release rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the under-ventilation regime without 

extinction 
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In Figure 3-14, the curve first keeps increasing because oxygen is over-

consumed (without extinction), but the rate fuel input remains consistent. After the 

exhaustion of the fuel, the curve drops gradually due to the continued oxygen inflow. 

In Figure 3-15, at about 450 s, the oxygen mass fraction drops to 0 due to its 

low supply rate, and the situation is not changed before the fuel being used up. To 

note, small negative values may be derived during the simulation. However, in reality, 

the combustion cannot be maintained when the value of oxygen mass fraction is at 

 
Figure 3-15 Time variation of oxygen mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

without extinction 

 

 
Figure 3-14 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a preliminary test by using a 

designed mass loss rate in the under-ventilation 

regime without extinction 

 

 
Figure 3-16 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

without extinction 
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this low level; therefore, a more explicit model (with extinction) should be considered 

in the following verification in the next chapter. 

In Figure 3-16, the fuel mass fraction first remains 0 as there is enough 

oxygen to ensure fully combustion; after that, it keeps increasing until the fuel is used 

up; finally, it drops to 0 again due to the fuel depletion and inflow oxygen. 

  

According to these two figures, a reversal admission flow phenomenon can be 

observed. An overpressure phenomenon appears during the start time of combustion 

as it is shown in Figure 3-18. Correspondingly, the admission duct is used for outflow 

as it is indicated in Figure 3-17. There is no reverse flow during extinction period in 

this case. Ultimately, the system returns to a steady state after the disturbance. 

3.2.3 Under-ventilation regime (ɸ > 1, with flame extinction)  

In this case, a model with flame extinction is used to compare with the one 

without extinction in section 3.2.2. This model should be more reasonable because 

not only the amount of fuel source is the precondition of the combustion, but also 

 
Figure 3-18 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a preliminary test by using a 

designed mass loss rate in the under-ventilation 

regime without extinction 

 
Figure 3-17 Time variation of mass flow rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the under-ventilation regime without 

extinction  
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consider the influence of concentration of oxygen, temperature and so on. Therefore, 

a more precise model is required to simulate the combustion. 

Input parameters remain the same as they are shown above. 

The global equivalence ratio-based weigh coefficient FEF=0.12  (see 

Equation (2.28)) is used here to describe the model with flame extinction. The value 

of 0.12 is used in this case and its selection will be discussed in the next chapter. 

These figures are plotted as below:

 

  

 
Figure 3-20 Time variation of heat release 

rate, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

with extinction 

 
Figure 3-22 Time variation of oxygen mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

with extinction 

 
Figure 3-19 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the under-ventilation regime with 

extinction 

 
Figure 3-21 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a preliminary test by using a 

designed mass loss rate in the under-ventilation 

regime with extinction 
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These figures are plotted from the model containing flame extinction; 

therefore, the curves in Figure 3-20 – Figure 3-25 are different from the 

corresponding ones in Figure 3-13-3.18, even though they share the same input 

parameters.  

 For example , the maximum value of heat release rate in Figure 3-20 does not 

decrease before the value of global equivalence ratio in Figure 3-21 is larger than 1. 

After that, the extinction model has effects on the results, for example, the maximum 

 
Figure 3-24 Time variation of mass flow rate, a 

preliminary test by using a designed mass loss 

rate in the under-ventilation regime with 

extinction 

 
Figure 3-25 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

with extinction 

 
Figure 3-23 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a preliminary test by using a designed 

mass loss rate in the under-ventilation regime 

with extinction 
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value of global equivalence ratio in Figure 3-21 is smaller than that in Figure 3-14; 

the minimum value in Figure 3-22 which describes the oxygen mass fraction is larger 

than that in Figure 3-15; and the maximum value in Figure 3-23 which describes the 

fuel mass fraction is larger than that in Figure 3-16, since there is no combustion 

when oxygen mass fraction is less than 0.12 (which reflects the actual flame 

scenarios). In addition, the time spent to achieve a steady state is extended. However, 

the ultimate values of mass flow rate and pressure are close in different models, 

regardless of there is extinction or not. 

3.3 Preliminary tests by using Helmholtz oscillation theory  

3.3.1 Calculations for the frequency  

In this part, Equations (2.13), (2.32) and (2.33) are used to hand-calculate the 

frequency: 

 

2

adm ext

2

d dd 1

d d d
p

m mP
C T

t V t t


 

  
  

 
 (3.10) 

where   is used to control the switch of inflow and outflow scenarios. There is no 

fire or wall loss in this case. 

Equations (2.32) and (2.33) are used to replace the corresponding items in 

Equation (3.10):  

    

 

2 22

adm adm ext ext
adm adm adm ext ext ext2

adm adm ext ext

adm ext

adm ext

d 1

d

1

1
2

p

p

p

S m S mP
C T P P r P P r

t V L L

S
C T P P P P

V L

S
C T P P P

V L
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 (3.11) 

where 
adm ext adm ext, S S S L L L    ; meanwhile, damping items are neglected here. 

 Moreover, in the Helmholtz system: 

 0

2 1
5.9562 (rad/s)p

S
C T

L V


 


   (3.12) 

 0

0

2
1.0544 (s)T




   (3.13) 

where 0T  is the period of the pressure signal. 

Therefore, Equation (3.11) can be re-written as: 

  0

0

22
2

adm ext2

d

d 2

P
P P P

t


    (3.14) 

3.3.2 A simulation with a constant temperature  

This test describes a simulation with a constant temperature to explore the 

unstable behaviors. 

The initial conditions are listed as below: 

4 4

adm ext

0

adm 0 0 ext 0 0

adm ext

0

2 3

0 (m ),  0 (m )

101325 (Pa)

( ) 500 (Pa),  ( ) 300 (Pa)

0 (kg/s)

( ) 293 (K)

10 (m), 0.18 (m ), 120 (m )

1.4

r r

P

P t P P t P
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The pressure difference plot is shown below: 
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A periodic oscillation, which was plotted at a constant temperature situation 

with no fire, can be observed in Figure 3-26. The curve oscillations are uniform with 

constant extreme values and period. According to the plot, the result of the period is 

approximately 1, which is close to the value of 0T  by the hand-calculation in the 

previous section above. 

3.3.3 A simulation with a variable temperature  

This test describes a simulation with a variable temperature to explore the 

unstable behaviors. 

The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 
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Figure 3-26 Time variation of pressure difference, a preliminary tests by using Helmholtz 

oscillation theory (with a constant pressure) 
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The pressure difference and temperature plots are listed below: 

 

 

A periodic oscillation, which was plotted at a variable temperature situation 

with no fire, can also be observed in both Figure 3-27 and 3-28. The amplitudes of the 

curves are no more uniform and the oscillations ultimately turn to stable states.  

In Figure 3-27, the initial value of pressure difference is close to 100 Pa, 

which is the same as the average value in the previous case. It is reasonable since the 

 
Figure 3-28 Time variation of temperature, a preliminary tests by using Helmholtz oscillation 

theory (with a variable pressure) 

 
Figure 3-27 Time variation of pressure difference, a preliminary tests by using Helmholtz 

oscillation theory (with a variable pressure) 
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damping items as well as the resistance loss are neglected; in addition, the simulations 

are all performed without fire. Therefore, even with different initial values of pressure 

difference, their ultimate values should remain the same. 

It is noticed that the ultimate value of temperature in Figure 3-28 is close to the 

ambient temperature. It first increases because the pressure inside of the system 

fluctuates. It finally returns to the initial value (the temperature in the admission duct) 

after the pressure curve becomes stable. 

3.4 Conclusion  

 The plots of different regimes all result in a stable state ultimately though with 

various inputs. In section 3.1, the system remains stable with different input 

environmental parameters. Next, in section 3.2, it is more reasonable to use the model 

with extinction compared to the one without extinction (especially when it belongs to 

under-ventilated regime). Thus, the model with flame extinction is preferred for 

further tests. In addition, it is noticed that the stable state maintains even with reversal 

flow phenomena during the ignition period. Moreover, in section 3.3, the oscillations 

in the preliminary model appear as expected, after applying Helmholtz oscillation 

theory. Furthermore, all the simulated results go well with the hand-calculated values; 

therefore, the preliminary model is quantitatively correct. 

Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 
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4 Validation tests (with prescribed fuel mass loss rate) 

 This chapter is to test and validate the simulation model. The prescribed mass 

loss rates are applied to the model, and then the numerical plots are compared with 

the experimental ones to test the model. 

4.1 Validations by using prescribed fuel mass loss rate  

This section is to validate the model by using the mass loss rate data measured 

by PRISME and then compare the values of other output variables with the 

corresponding experimental data. 

4.1.1 Model Validation 1 (prescribed fuel mass loss rate, PRISME Source D1)  

The experiment source named PRISME Source D1 is used in this case, 

combining with the model with no extinction. To note, the model with no extinction 

is only used here temporarily for a preliminary validation test study; the more 

reasonable model with extinction will be discussed and used in the following cases. 

The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 
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where 
adm ext and m m  are obtained at steady state without fire. 

To note, the initial values of pressure, temperature, etc. here are first 

processed by a no fire model. Therefore, they may change if the initial system is not 

stable. So are the situations in the following cases. 

The output plots are listed as below: 

  

In this case, the raw experimental data is disposed since the measurements 

were started before the initial experiment. The time range is set to be 3750 seconds 

long.  

Figure 4-4 is the plot of input mass loss rate; Figure 4-5 is the plot of output 

heat release time, which has a similar tendency as Figure 4-4. 

 
Figure 4-1 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test by using a prescribed mass loss 

rate (PRISME Source D1)  

 
Figure 4-2 Time variation of heat release, a 

validation test by using a prescribed mass 

loss rate (PRISME Source D1)  
 rate  
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In these two plots, the numerical curves overall go well with the experimental 

ones. Their tendencies go well with each other; however, there are still some 

differences in the areas with severe fluctuation.  

  

 

 
Figure 4-5 Time variation of fuel mass fraction, 

a validation test by using a prescribed mass loss 

rate (PRISME Source D1)  
  

 
Figure 4-3 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1)  
  

 
Figure 4-4 Time variation of volume flow rate, 

a validation test by using a prescribed mass 

loss rate (PRISME Source D1)  
  

 
Figure 4-6 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test by using a prescribed 

mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1)  
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 This case is an over-ventilation regime according to Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-

8, because the fuel is all exhausted and value of global equivalence ratio is always 

less than 1. To plot Figure 4-6, the numerical oxygen mass fraction is changed into 

oxygen volume fraction in order for direct comparison with the experimental plot. In 

Figure 4-7, the average value of various groups of experimental data detected in 

different positions is calculated to plot the experimental curve. 

4.1.2 Model Validation 2 (prescribed fuel mass loss rate, PRISME VSP S3)  

The experiment source named PRISME VSP S3 is used here combined with 

the model, plus the designed critical value of oxygen mass fraction for flame 

extinction. The values of 0.10, 0.12 and 0.14 are chosen here. 

 The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 

 
Figure 4-8 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1)  

 
Figure 4-7 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test by using a prescribed mass loss 

rate (PRISME Source D1)  
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where 
adm ext and m m  are obtained at steady state without fire. 

The output plots are listed as below: 

 

  In this section, six cases with various values of FEF  are implemented. 

However, their plots of fuel mass loss rate are the same, since they are all input 

instead of being calculated

 
Figure 4-9 Time variation of fuel mass loss rate, a validation test by using a prescribed mass 

loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
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Figure 4-10 Time variation of heat release rate with various FEF s, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

The corresponding values in different curves become smaller as the FEF  

increases. This is reasonable because the flame will extinct earlier with a higher value 

of FEF , therefore, it cannot release so much heat as expected. Both Figure 4-9 and 

Figure 4-10 fluctuate until the end of the combustion.
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Figure 4-11 Time variation of pressure difference with various FEF s, a validation test by using 

a prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

When 0.12FEF  , the numerical curve fits the experimental one best, 

especially by comparing with the curve plotted by suing 0.14FEF   for the starting 

part, and with the curve plotted by using 0.10FEF   for the middle part.
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Figure 4-12 Time variation of total mass difference with various FEF s, a validation test by 

using a prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

The average value of total mass variation gets larger by implementing the 

extinction situation; this is because less fuel is consumed as FEF  increases. In the 

end, the plots keep increasing because both oxygen and fuel are no more consumed 

by the reaction.
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Figure 4-13 Time variation of temperature with various FEF s, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

These plots are the variations of temperatures along with the time, and they 

show that 0.14 may not be a good choice for FEF , since the numerical curve in the 

last plot does not go well with the experimental one. 
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Figure 4-14 Time variation of volume flow rate with various FEF s, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

 The reverse flow appears since the initial pressure inside the compartment is 

higher. Meanwhile the flows have unstable oscillations due to the similar behavior of 

the prescribed mass flow rate. The directions of each inflow and outflow are different, 

however, they shares a similar time period.
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Figure 4-15 Time variation of oxygen mole fraction with various FEF s, a validation test by 

using a prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

These curves first decrease because the oxygen is consumed to support the 

combustion; after that, they experience oscillations; in the end, they increase sharply 

because the combustion stops. The overall values in the numerical curve increase as 

FEF  increases, because there is a higher critical value of oxygen mass fraction for 

flame extinction. Moreover, the periods of the oscillation here are close to those of 

the inflows and outflows in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-16 Time variation of fuel mass fraction with various FEF s, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

There is less fuel remaining since there is a continuous oxygen supply to 

consume. However, the fuel remains non-zero before the end, since a critical value of 

oxygen mass fraction with flame extinction is used and it prevents the fuel to be used 

up. Similarly, the average amount of fuel mass fraction becomes larger as FEF  

increases.
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Figure 4-17 Time variation of equivalence ratio with various FEF s, a validation test by using a 

prescribed mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
 

 The value of equivalent ratio decreases as FEF  increases. Despite the 

unstable behavior throughout the test, the value of the equivalence ratio is always less 

than 1, which shows the system is over-ventilated. 
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4.2 Conclusion  

 In this chapter, the simulation plots go well with the experimental ones. 

Moreover, 3 different values of FEF  are tested for the critical oxygen fraction of the 

model with extinction. According to the observation on the numerical plots, 

0.12FEF   seems to match the experimental results best and hence is to be selected 

for the extinction model. 
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5 Validation tests (with simulated fuel mass loss rate) 

 To further study the unstable behavior, new mass loss rate inputs are created 

in this chapter, instead of using the prescribed ones from the experiments directly. 

Three parts are mainly involved in this chapter: the first section is to briefly introduce 

the new N-τ model, the second section is to verify the algorithm of the model by a 

simple test, and the third section is to couple oxygen fraction, temperature and 

admission mass flow rate with the mass loss rate and then to analyze the oscillations. 

5.1 Brief introduction to the N-τ model  

 The study of unstable behavior in combustion has attracted people’s attention 

in the past decades. Especially, the connection between the flame and the 

environment conditions was observed and studied. Therefore, a series of 

corresponding models which describe the unstable combustion phenomenon were 

proposed. One of the basic models suggests that the unsteady combustion system can 

be solved by coupling with the wave amplitudes of the insert environment parameters. 

Moreover, instead of solely depending on these amplitudes, it is sufficient to regard a 

constant time delay between fuel source injection and combustion due to 

perturbations, chemical effects and so on[24][25]. Therefore, take the coupling between 

oxygen mass fraction and mass loss rate as an example, a simple time lag model, 

which is named N-τ model, is considered as: 

   
2 2f f O O( )m t m N Y t Y     (5.1) 
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where f 0.01 kg/sm   is the mean value of fuel mass loss rate; 
2O 0.15Y   is the mean 

value of oxygen mass fraction; N is the amplification factor that controls the 

magnitude of changes in fuel mass loss rate due to changes in oxygen mass fraction; 

and τ is the time delay between perturbations in oxygen mass fraction and fuel mass 

loss rate. 

5.2 Verification by a simple test      

 In this section, the application to a simple function is tested to verify the 

algorithm which describes the time lag. 

 The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 
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The output plot is shown as below: 

 

 
Figure 5-1 Time variation of time with a signal in different states, a simple verification test 
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 Figure 5-1 consists of three curves, the first solid line represents the original 

signal; the second one plotted with circles shows the positions of the points (which 

constitutes the first curve) after being shifted along the x axis; the last dotted curve is 

directly plotted by the algorithm to be tested. It is reasonable to believe the algorithm 

is acceptable in the test, since the dotted curve plotted by the algorithm overlaps with 

the points which are directly shifted from the original plot. 

5.3 Coupling oxygen fraction with mass loss rate      

5.3.1 Model validation 3 (PRISME Source D1) 

In this section, the N-τ method is applied into the coupling of oxygen mass 

fraction with mass loss rate. Experiment data from PRISME Source D1 package is 

used here. 

The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed below: 
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where the value of MLR  is the mean value of mass loss rate, and the value of 
2OY  is 

the mean value of oxygen mass fraction (its corresponding oxygen mole fraction is 

slightly smaller, since the density of oxygen is larger than that of air). These two 

values mainly help to maintain the average values of the numerical mass loss rate and 

oxygen fraction in the reasonable ranges. They can be derived from the common 

sense combined with experimental plots, or from the numerical plots when 0N   is 

set according to Equation 5.1.  

Here are two plots for the mean values after setting 0N  : 

 

 

 

It is obvious to see that the values of mass loss rate and oxygen mole fraction 

in the stable part of the experimental plots are close to those in MLR  and 
2OY  

separately. Therefore, the selected two values are acceptable. 

 The output plots for the case 0.4N   are listed as below: 

 
Figure 5-3 Time variation of mass loss rate a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1, N=0) 

 
Figure 5-2 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source 

D1, N=0)  
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Figure 5-5 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1) 

 
Figure 5-4 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source 

D1) 

 
Figure 5-6 Time variation of heat release rate a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1) 

 
Figure 5-7 Time variation of temperature a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1) 
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Figure 5-8 Time variation of volume flow 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source 

D1) 

 
Figure 5-9 Time variation of volume flow 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source D, 

zoomed in) 

 
Figure 5-10 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a validation test of coupling 

oxygen faction with mass loss rate (PRISME 

Source D1) 

 
Figure 5-11 Time variation of pressure 

difference, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source 

D1, zoomed in) 
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Figures 5-2 to 5-13 depict the change of the environment parameters along 

with the time. It is obvious that the PRISME Source D1 experiment shows a stable 

behavior; therefore the tiny fluctuations in the experimental plots are not easy to 

detect. Also, the average values for the rest parameters all match well with the 

corresponding experimental ones. However, obvious oscillations may be observed in 

the numerical plots by inputting specific values for N and τ (for example, this case). 

Therefore, a further oscillation study with more data collected from various cases is 

required for this coupling. 

5.3.2 Model validation 4 (PRISME VSP S3) 

In this section, the N-τ method is applied into the coupling of oxygen fraction 

with mass loss rate. Experiment data in PRISME VSP S3 package is used here. 

The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here: 

 
Figure 5-12 Time variation of mass fuel 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source 

D1) 

 
Figure 5-13 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test of coupling 

oxygen faction with mass loss rate (PRISME 

Source D1) 
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where the values of MLR  and 
2OY  can be observed from the numerical plots when 

setting 0N   (as before): 

 

It is obvious that the values of mass loss rate and oxygen mole fraction in the 

stable part of the experimental plots are close to those in MLR  and 
2OY  separately. 

Therefore, the values here are acceptable. 

 
Figure 5-15 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0) 

 
Figure 5-14 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, 

N=0) 
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The output plots for the case 0.4N   are listed as below: 

  

 

Figure 5-16 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3) 

 
Figure 5-17 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, 

zoomed in) 

 
Figure 5-18 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  

 
Figure 5-19 Time variation of heat release rate, 

a validation test of coupling oxygen faction 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3)  
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Figure 5-20 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-22 Time variation of pressure, a 

validation test of coupling oxygen faction with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-21 Time variation of volume flow 

rate, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-23 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a validation test of coupling oxygen 

faction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 
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Figure 5-16 and 5-17 depict the changes of oxygen mole (volume) fraction 

along with the time, which are essential during this coupling according to Equation 

(5.1). The amplitude of numerical curve (after 2000 s) is slightly larger than that of 

the experimental plot, however, their period matches well. To note, the middle part of 

the experimental plot is selected for the frequency and amplitude analysis, since it is 

stable there. 

Mass loss rates in Figure 5-18 match well with each other. Heat release rates 

are compared in Figure 5-19, and two curves overall match well with each other; 

however, they do not exactly overlap with each other, since  the extinction model is 

only applied to the one with the square symbols. Therefore, the extinction model 

impacts the simulation here. 

The changes of pressure difference, volume flow rate and temperature are 

shown from Figures 5-20 to 5-22. Their periods match well, but the average value of 

the amplitude of the numerical curve is slightly larger compared to the experimental 

 
Figure 5-24 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test of coupling 

oxygen faction with mass loss rate (PRISME 

VSP S3) 
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ones. This is acceptable, since the differences are not that large, and we may modify 

the input values to decrease the amplitude. 

 Therefore, the model is overall acceptable; however, more values of N and τ 

should be tested for further oscillation analysis.  

5.4 Coupling temperature with mass loss rate 

 According to the Section 5.3 above, it is more visualized to study the model 

by using PRISME VSP S3 package compared to PRISME Source D1 package, since 

the fluctuations shown by the experimental plots are tiny in the PRISME Source D1 

scenario. Therefore, the data from PRISME VSP S3 package is preferred for the 

model validations first in the following couplings.  

In this section, the N-τ method is applied into the coupling of oxygen fraction 

with temperature. Experimental data from PRISME VSP S3 package is used here. 

                                      f f( )m t m N T t T     (5.2) 

5.4.1 Model validation 5 (PRISME VSP S3) 

Some initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here (others are the 

same as those used in Section 5.3.2: 

0.00005,  300 s

MLR 0.01 kg/s

T 542 K

_switch 180 s

N

t

 







 

where the values of MLR  and 
2OY  can be observed from the numerical plots below 

when setting 0N  . _switcht is a compulsive time which control the starting time of 
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N   model’s application. It is because the situation of this coupling is different 

from that of the previous coupling of oxygen mole fraction with mass loss rate. Take 

the experimental plots of time variation of temperature and oxygen mole fraction 

below as examples: In the starting time of the plot of temperature, the value keeps 

increasing, that is to say, it cannot reach its mean at the very beginning of the 

experiment. Therefore, it is necessary to set a time range - _switcht - to confirm the 

starting temperature (after N-τ model is applied) to be no less than T . 

 

Similarly, the values of MLR  and 
2OY  can be observed from the numerical 

plots when setting 0N  : 

 
Figure 5-26 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, (PRISME VSP S3) 

 

 
Figure 5-25 Time variation of temperature, 

(PRISME VSP S3) 
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The values of mass loss rate and temperature in the stable part of experimental 

plots are close to those in MLR  and T  separately. Therefore, the assumed input 

values are acceptable. 

The output plots for the case when 0.00005N   are listed as below: 

 

 
Figure 5-29 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.00005) 

 

 
Figure 5-30 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.00005) 

 

 
Figure 5-27 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0) 

 

 
Figure 5-28 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0) 
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Figure 5-31 Time variation of heat release rate, 

a validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.00005) 

 

 
Figure 5-32 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3, N=0.00005) 

 

 
Figure 5-33 Time variation of volume flow 

rate, a validation test of coupling temperature 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, 

N=0.00005) 

 

 
Figure 5-34 Time variation of pressure, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.00005) 
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This is a typical case of this coupling (where MLR, T  and _switcht  are 

fixed). It is obvious to find that there is always decay for each oscillation, even 

though larger values of N and τ are tested. It is hard to analyze the oscillations here 

since there are no stable amplitudes or periods. 

5.4.2 Model validation 6 (PRISME VSP S3) 

The values of MLR , T and _switcht  are changed in this section. The initial 

conditions for the input parameters are listed here (others are the same as what appear 

in Section 5.3.2): 

0.002,  100 s

MLR  0.013 kg/s

T 542 K

_switch 180 s

N

t

 







 

First check the values of MLR,  T and _switcht  as before by setting 0N  :

 
Figure 5-35 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME 

VSP S3, N=0.00005) 

  

 
Figure 5-36 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME 

VSP S3, N=0.00005) 
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These two plots shows the initial inputs above are acceptable. 

The output plots for the case 0.002N   are listed as below: 

  

 
Figure 5-37 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N = 0) 

 
Figure 5-39 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.002) 

 
Figure 5-40 Time variation of mass loss rate, 

a validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.002)  

 
Figure 5-38 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N = 0) 
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Figure 5-41 Time variation of heat release rate, 

a validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.002) 

 
Figure 5-43 Time variation of heat release rate, 

a validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.002, 

zoomed in) 

 
Figure 5-42 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3, N=0.002) 

 
Figure 5-44 Time variation of volume flow 

rate, a validation test of coupling temperature 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, 

N=0.002) 
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 There are stable oscillations (without tendencies of decay) in this case; 

however, except the plot of temperature, the amplitudes of the numerical curves are 

obviously not in accordance with the experimental ones. Moreover, the average value 

of the global equivalence ratio is much higher than expected. Therefore, the codes for 

this coupling need to be modified before further oscillation study. 

 
Figure 5-45 Time variation of pressure, a 

validation test of coupling temperature with 

mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.002) 

 
Figure 5-46 Time variation of fuel mass 

fraction, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3, N=0.002) 

 
Figure 5-47 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test of coupling 

temperature with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3, N=0.002) 
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5.5 Coupling mass flow rate (admission flow) with mass loss rate 

 In this section, the N-τ method is applied into the coupling of admission flow 

rate with mass loss rate. Experimental data from PRISME VSP S3 package is used 

here. 

   f f adm adm( )m t m N m t m     (5.3) 

5.5.1 Model validation 7 (PRISME VSP S3) 

The initial conditions for the input parameters are listed here (others are 

similar to what appear in Section 5.3.2): 

adm

0.016,  80 s

MFR 0.48 kg/s

MLR 0.01 kg/s

_switch 180 s

N

t

 







 

where the values of admMFR ,  MLR  and _switcht  can similarly be observed from the 

simulation plots by setting 0N  . 

  

The output plots for the case when 0.016N   are listed as below: 

 
Figure 5-48 Time variation of volume flow rate 

a validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0) 

 
Figure 5-49 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0) 
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Figure 5-50 Time variation of volume flow rate, 

a validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-51 Time variation of mass loss rate, a 

validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-52 Time variation of heat release rate, 

a validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-53 Time variation of oxygen mole 

fraction, a validation test of coupling admission 

flow rate with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP 

S3) 
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 During this coupling, it is noticeable that the amplitudes of the oscillations 

may match well with the experimental plots; however, the periods of the numerical 

plots are so small compared to the experimental ones. This might be because of the 

characteristic differences between flow rate and oxygen mass fraction or temperature. 

For instance, a flow rate may vary a lot in a short time; however, the variations of 

oxygen fraction and temperature cannot be that large. Therefore, the codes for the 

coupling need to be modified before further oscillation study. 

 
Figure 5-54 Time variation of temperature, a 

validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-55 Time variation of pressure, a 

validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-56 Time variation of fuel mass fraction, 

a validation test of coupling admission flow rate 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-57 Time variation of global 

equivalence ratio, a validation test of coupling 

admission flow rate with mass loss rate 

(PRISME VSP S3) 
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5.6 Oscillation analysis 

 In this section, according to the validations above, only groups of typical N-τ 

values from Section 5.3 –the coupling of oxygen mass fraction with mass loss rate- 

are selected. Their frequencies and amplitudes are recorded for oscillation analysis. 

 Generally, there are three typical types of oscillation plots. Take the cases in 

Section 5.3.2 (PRISME VSP S3 package) as examples: 

5.6.1 Stable system 

 

In Figure 5-58, 3000 s is selected to be the simulation time. However, during 

this time, there is no obvious oscillation in the plot; in addition, even the ‘findpeaks’ 

function in Matlab cannot work here. Therefore, it is hard to detect both the frequency 

and the amplitude in this case, and their values can just be assumed to be 0. 

 
Figure 5-58 Time variation of mass loss rate, a validation test of coupling oxygen fraction 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.1, τ=40 s) 
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5.6.2 Unstable system with steady state 

 

In Figure 5-59, 3000 s is set to be the simulation time, and 1780 s is set to be 

the experimental time. Before 1780 s, there are obvious oscillations in the plot. 

Meanwhile, the amplitude and frequency of these fluctuations are stable and 

continuing. Therefore, it is considered to be an unstable system with steady state, and 

its exact values of the amplitude and frequency are necessary to be recorded. 

 
Figure 5-59 Time variation of mass loss rate, a validation test of coupling oxygen fraction 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.5, τ=60 s) 
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5.6.3 Unstable system without steady state 

 

 

In Figure 5-60, 3000 s is chosen to be the simulation time, and 1780 s is the 

experimental time. Before 1780 s, though there are obvious oscillations in the plot, 

they are not stable even at 3000 s.  

 
Figure 5-61 Time variation of mass loss rate, a validation test of coupling oxygen fraction 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.3, τ=120 s, t=3000 s) 

 
Figure 5-60 Time variation of mass loss rate, a validation test of coupling oxygen fraction 

with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3, N=0.3, τ=120 s, t=3000 s) 
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In Figure 5-61, 6000 s instead of 3000 s is set to be the simulation time. The 

steady state of the oscillation can be observed around 3500 s here. Therefore, it is 

considered to be an unstable system without steady state, and the values of the 

amplitude and period should be directly recorded. 

5.6.4 Analysis of amplitudes and periods (PRISME Source D1) 

The data for the plots here are collected from 140 groups of typical coupling 

of oxygen fraction with mass loss rate by using N-τ model and PRISME Source D1 

package. Function ‘contourf’ in Matlab is used to draw the contour plots below: 

 

 
Figure 5-62 Frequency variations with various N and τ, validation tests of coupling oxygen 

fraction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1) 
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From Figure 5-62 and 5-63, the value of the frequency increases as N 

increases and τ decreases; the value of the amplitude is proportional to the values of 

N and τ. Both two figures share a similar comparatively stable area. To note, when 

the value of mass loss rate is less than 510 , which is around 2‰ of the value of mass 

loss rate observed from the experimental plot, its values of frequency and amplitude 

are both considered to be 0.  

5.6.5 Analysis of amplitudes and periods (PRISME VSP S3) 

The data for the plots here are collected from 138 groups of typical coupling 

of oxygen fraction with mass loss rate by using N-τ model and PRISME VSP S3 

package. Function ‘contourf’ in Matlab is also used to draw the contour plots below: 

 
Figure 5-63 Amplitude variations with various N and τ, validation tests of coupling oxygen 

fraction with mass loss rate (PRISME Source D1) 
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Similarly to the section above, in Figure 5-64 and 5-65, the value of the 

frequency increases as N increases and τ decreases; the value of the amplitude is 

proportional to the values of N and τ. Both two figures share a similar area of the 

comparatively stable area. To note, when the value of mass loss rate is less than 510 , 

 
Figure 5-65 Amplitude variations with various N and τ, validation tests of coupling oxygen 

fraction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 

 
Figure 5-64 Frequency variations with various N and τ, validation tests of coupling oxygen 

fraction with mass loss rate (PRISME VSP S3) 
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which is 1‰ of the value of mass loss rate observed from the experimental plot, the 

values of the frequency and amplitude are both considered to be 0.  

It is noticeable that the plots here share a similar area division with those in 

Section 5.6.4 above. However, a smaller stable area is expected for the plots here 

since the fluctuations of the original experimental plots are tiny in the previous case. 

Besides, the maximum value of the amplitude on the color bar is larger here; the 

maximum value of the period range on the color bar is similar. The ratio of the 

maximum values of the amplitude is reasonable, since it is almost proportional to that 

of the average values of the experimental mass loss rates.  

5.7 Conclusion 

 In this chapter, the instability behavior of a compartment fire is studied. The 

coupling of the oxygen mass fraction with the mass loss rate by applying N-τ method 

is overall reasonable; especially in the validation by using PRISME VSP S3 data 

package. However, more experimental data is required for further oscillation study. 

Meanwhile, it is necessary to develop the model for a more universal use, for example, 

to fix the problems happen to the comparatively steady mass loss rate scenario. 

Furthermore, the oscillation analyses shall be applied to more types of couplings (for 

example, the coupling of temperature and admission flow rate mentioned above) after 

the problems in the basic models are corrected.
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6 Conclusions and future work 

 This research is to study the unstable behavior in a compartment fire. The 

simulation model is established to understand the coupling between pyrolysis, 

combustion, pressure and ventilation leading to the unstable behavior. The model is 

tested by series of verification tests and then validated by comparisons with data 

collected from PRISM experiments. 

 The first step is to build a preliminary structure to test the environment 

parameters, for example, pressure, temperature, mass loss rate, etc.,  by using seven 

corresponding ordinary differential equations. The second step is to apply Bernoulli’s 

method to check the stability of the system, and then to confirm it by using a designed 

mass loss rate (both over-ventilation and under-ventilation regimes are considered). 

After that, Helmholtz’s theory is used to check the proposed oscillation, and the data 

from PRISM VSP experiments are used to validate the model. The last step is to 

create a mass loss rate input and therefore to study the frequency and period of the 

oscillations. 

 During the study, the flame extinction is considered in this simulation model 

to ensure the reasonability. The tests successfully verify the proposed stability and 

oscillations in the preliminary tests. Meanwhile, by using prescribed mass loss rate 

inputs, the curves plotted by the numerical model match well with those plotted by 

the experimental data. After that, a detailed oscillation study on the coupling of three 

environmental parameters with mass loss rate is performed, the detailed analyses and 

results are elaborated in chapter 5. 
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 The coupling of oxygen mass fraction with mass loss rate (unstable) performs 

the best during the validation, due to the formulation is most successful at revealing 

oscillations that consistent with experimental observations. However, the models do 

not performing well when coupling the mass loss rate with temperature, admission air 

flow, etc.; therefore the model needs to be improved for a wider use and other types 

of couplings will be considered next.  

 Furthermore, though the coupling is successful when choosing a suitable N 

and τ, N and τ themselves cannot be predicted without numerous trials. Therefore, a 

more complete model with the prediction of N and τ is required. 
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